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Outlook for U.S. Agricultural Trade
FY 2013 Exports Forecast at a Record $139.5 Billion;
Imports at a Record $111 Billion
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Fiscal 2013 agricultural exports are forecast at a record $139.5 billion, down $2.5 billion
from the February forecast and $3.7 billion above fiscal 2012 exports. The forecast for
grain and feed exports is down $2.8 billion from February, primarily reflecting lower
export volumes and unit values for wheat and corn. Sugar and tropical product exports
are also forecast lower, down $500 million from the last forecast. The forecast for
oilseeds and products is raised slightly and the forecast for cotton exports is $500 million
higher. The forecast for livestock, poultry, and dairy is unchanged from last quarter,
at a record $30.1 billion. The export forecast for horticultural products is unchanged at a
record $32.0 billion.
U.S. agricultural imports are forecast at a record $111 billion, $1.5 billion lower than the
February forecast, but $7.6 billion higher than in fiscal 2012. Lower forecasts for
tropical products account for most of the reduction from February.
The forecast trade balance for fiscal 2013 is lowered $1 billion to $28.5 billion, down
$3.9 billion from fiscal 2012.
Table 1--U.S. agricultural trade, fiscal years 2007-13, year ending September 30
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World Growth Rebounds in 2013
World growth in 2013 is expected to be 2.5 percent, up from 2012's 2.3 percent, but
still below the 2.9 percent rate of 2011. Trade growth, which in 2012 had dropped
to 2 percent from a robust 7 percent in 2011, is slated to rise 3 percent in 2013.
Asian gross domestic product (GDP) growth in 2013 is expected to slow as Asia's
exports to Europe shrink. China and other emerging Asian economies, in pursuing
policies of slower but more balanced growth, are becoming less export dependent,
seeing more domestic demand driven by higher wages, rising consumer spending
and housing growth. South Korea, India, Vietnam, and New Zealand are expecting
growth pick-ups in 2013, keeping Asian growth solid. Moreover, higher Western
Hemispheric and African growth is expected to offset the impact of Europe's
continued recession on developing economies' exports and provide further
insurance against a worldwide slowdown. In particular, Brazil and Argentina are
expected to see 3 percent growth in 2013, due to strong export growth, higher
investment, and high commodity prices.
World trade growth is expected to accelerate to 3 percent in 2013. Europe's
recession and Japan's growth slowdown are the major factors preventing more rapid
trade and world economic growth in 2013. The dollar, which appreciated by 2.7
percent in 2012, is expected to rise 1.0 percent in 2013 due largely to the expected
7.5 percent appreciation against the yen and widespread easing of monetary policy
in developing nations. The dollar’s rise is also the result of increasingly attractive
U.S. financial assets as growth stabilizes in the United States and financial
investment prospects diminish in other developed countries. Since the dollar was
very low in 2011, the recent appreciation still leaves the dollar at a level that is
favorable for U.S. exports. A favorable exchange rate and solid growth in
developing Asia and Latin America will continue to support U.S. exports. The
stronger U.S. economy will lift U.S. import demand even as exports rise in 2013,
while a mildly stronger dollar and a still-sluggish world economy help keep import
prices down.
Lower U.S. energy prices and more available credit make the outlook for U.S.
agricultural trade promising in 2013. Because of high transport costs for U.S.
energy exports, expanding U.S. energy supplies from natural gas and oil fields will
be available at a discount on domestic U.S. markets. Farmers will continue to
benefit from lower fuel and fertilizer costs in 2013, facilitating higher output and
higher trade volumes.
The main, but low probability, downside risk to world growth in 2013 is an indirect
currency war as nations undertake large-scale monetary expansion in order to
reduce the risk of a growth slowdown. Most financial analysts consider a significant
spillover of the Eurozone problems to North American and Asian financial
institutions unlikely in 2013. On the upside, continued inexpensive credit for
financing trade and higher developing economies' growth will boost U.S. and world
exports. Rising world trade is expected to support continuing world growth,
especially in developing economies. Overall, world macroeconomic factors will
continue to be favorable for U.S. farm exports in 2013.
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Export Products
Fiscal 2013 grain and feed exports are forecast at $30.0 billion, down $2.8 billion
from the February forecast. Lower expected exports of wheat and corn account for
most of the decline. Wheat is $1.2 billion lower at $9.0 billion, a drop that reflects
strong competition from all other major exporting countries. Global production is
projected at a record in 2013/14 while U.S. production is down, limiting U.S.
exportable supplies. The United States is likely to be uncompetitive for the
remainder of the fiscal year in many markets as domestic prices remain relatively
strong, supported by tight corn supplies through summer.
The forecast for coarse grains is lowered $1.7 billion to $6.7 billion, mostly due to
lower corn volume. Since last quarter, corn prices have weakened nearly 5 percent
in the face of stronger competition (especially from Argentina and Brazil). Feeds
and fodders exports offset some of this decline, up nearly $150 million since
February’s forecast, principally on higher volumes. Distiller’s dried grains (DDGS)
are nearly unchanged as a higher volume forecast—up more than 1 million tons—is
offset by lower expected unit values. Rice exports are up $100 million to $2.2
billion, largely on stronger sales to South America, the Middle East, and
North Africa.
The fiscal 2013 export forecast for oilseeds and products is raised $200 million to
$32.6 billion. Larger soybean meal volume is partially offset by across-the-board
declines in unit values for all products. Soybeans are fractionally lower at $22.1
billion on reduced unit value. Soybean oil is lower due to tight supplies and
growing biodiesel demand. A rebound in South American exports and tight U.S.
supplies will limit U.S. exports of most oilseed products through the remainder of
the year.
The fiscal 2013 cotton export forecast is raised $500 million to $5.5 billion. The
higher export volume is driven by strong demand by Southeast Asia as well as
China, which is purchasing domestic supplies for the State reserve.
The fiscal 2013 export forecast for livestock, dairy, and poultry is unchanged at a
record $30.1 billion. Declines in pork, broiler meat, and animal fats offset gains for
dairy, beef, and hides and skins. Pork exports are lowered $300 million to $5.0
billion on smaller volumes and lower prices mostly due to weaker Asian and
Mexican demand and SPS (sanitary and phytosanitary) restrictions in Russia. Dairy
products are raised $300 million to $5.3 billion on stronger global demand,
concerns about dryness in Oceania, and lagging milk production in the European
Union (EU). Beef is raised marginally to $5.1 billion. Improved market access for
U.S. beef in Japan and Hong Kong combined with strong demand in other key
markets are expected to offset restrictions by Russia. Hides and skins are raised
$200 million to $3.0 billion.
The fiscal 2013 export forecast for horticultural products is unchanged at a record
$32.0 billion. For most products, higher value is due primarily to higher unit
values, a driving force over the last several years. The fresh fruit and vegetable
export forecast remains at $7.6 billion, with exports to Canada, Europe, and Japan
expected to continue rising. Processed fruit and vegetable exports are unchanged at
$7.4 billion, based on expected sustained growth in top markets. The whole and
processed tree nut forecast remains at $7.0 billion on the strength of China’s
growing demand for almonds, pistachios, and walnuts.
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U.S. fiscal 2013 sugar and tropical product exports are forecast $500 million lower
than in February. The decline to $6.5 billion is due primarily to lower-thananticipated volumes to Canada and Mexico.
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Regional Exports
Agricultural exports in fiscal 2013 are forecast at $139.5 billion, which is $2.5
billion below the February forecast but remains a record. Lower expected exports
to Central America, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, and several other markets
outweigh increases this quarter for China, Southeast Asia, Colombia, and India.
Asia
Japan is forecast down $800 million to $12.7 billion due to both lower corn exports
for the first half of the year and reduced prospects for the remainder of the fiscal
year. Tight U.S. supplies have boosted Brazilian corn exports to Japan. Reduced
corn exports are also behind a fall in the forecast to South Korea of $600 million.
Though soybean shipments have been strong, corn exports for the first half of the
year are down 88 percent compared to the same period last year. Exports to Taiwan
are down from the February forecast by $300 million to $3.3 billion. Nevertheless,
the forecast remains above last year’s total, as shipments for October through
March are up for every major product category except corn.
China continues as the largest export market as shipments for the first half of the
year were nearly 40 percent greater than those to Canada, which is the second
largest market. Given the record strong pace of exports, the forecast for China is
raised $500 million to $22.5 billion. Increased soybean, tree nut, poultry product,
and wheat exports far outweigh a decrease in cotton and corn exports compared to
last year. However, shipments of soybeans are expected to slow the second half of
the year due to increased competition from a record soybean harvest in
South America.
The forecast for Vietnam is raised $500 million to a record $2.1 billion based on
increased soybean and soybean meal sales. Soybean exports to Thailand have also
been strong, with the overall export forecast raised $400 million to $1.3 billion.
India is raised $200 million on increased soybean oil and almond shipments.
Western Hemisphere
Despite increased soybean, horticultural product, and broiler meat exports, the
forecast for Mexico is lowered $500 million to $18 billion based on sharply reduced
corn shipments for the first half of the year. Abundant corn supplies in Mexico
should also restrain exports for the remainder of the fiscal year. Reduced corn
exports are also responsible for a reduction of $1 billion in the forecast for Central
America. Brazilian corn is replacing U.S. supplies in the region, particularly in
Guatemala and El Salvador. Despite lower corn exports, the forecast for Colombia
is raised $300 million due to the very strong pace of wheat, soybean, and soybean
meal exports. In fact, U.S. exports for October through March were more than
double shipments the same period last year.
Europe, Africa, and the Middle East
The forecast for exports to Sub-Saharan Africa is lowered $400 million to $2.7
billion, which is even with last year’s exports. Total shipments of agricultural
products for the first half of the year are nearly identical to last year’s pace, as
greater broiler meat exports are offset by slight reductions to most other product
categories. The export forecast for the Middle East is also lowered, by $500
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million, though the forecast for the top two markets in the region (Turkey and Saudi
Arabia) are unchanged. Exports to the region have been strong due to soybean,
soybean meal, wheat, distiller’s grains, and hay shipments. However, prospects for
the second half of the year are lowered due to expected increased competition,
especially from South American soybeans and soybean meal.
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Import Products
Consumer spending for food and beverages in the United States over the past year
has slowed from the preceding year. As in 2012, spending at food services (food
away from home) is still stronger than spending for food consumed at home,
although both were weaker during the last four quarters. Furthermore, prices of
many key imported farm commodities—such as coffee, cocoa, sugar, rubber, and
tropical vegetable oils—have fallen sharply from their 2012 levels. The downward
effect of these domestic food spending developments and lower import prices on
U.S. agricultural imports is partly offset by the relatively strong 3.2-percent growth
in personal disposable income in the past year through March 2013. The net result
is a $1.5-billion reduction in the fiscal 2013 import projection to $111 billion from
the previous estimate of $112.5 billion. This import value still represents a 7percent gain from 2012, when agricultural imports grew 9 percent.
The largest import projection declines compared with the February forecasts are
$2.3 billion for sugar and tropical products and $500 million for oilseeds and
oilseed products, including vegetable oils. The import volume of sugar and tropical
products (coffee, cocoa, rubber) is down 11 percent in the first half of fiscal 2013
despite lower import unit values. These lower forecasts are partly offset by a $1.2billion increase for projected horticultural product imports and $500 million more
for livestock and dairy products. In the first half of fiscal 2013, the import volume
of horticultural products is up more than 5 percent while corresponding import unit
values are up only marginally. In addition, the volume of imported grains and feeds
is up 34 percent, mostly from new corn shipments.
The volume of tropical product imports is down from the year before in the first
half of fiscal 2013, except for spices, herbs, and honey. Since import unit values for
sugar, coffee, cocoa, and natural rubber are down as well, their import values show
sharp declines. Lower import demand for these tropical products, however, does
not extend to tropical oils as import volumes for coconut and palm oils are up as
their import prices have gone down. By contrast, palm kernel oil has lower import
volume thus far. While import volumes of other vegetable oils as a group are down
as well, olive oil imports are up. Nevertheless, import demand for canola oil is
down sharply thus far as domestic canola production is expected to increase
1 percent.
Coffee prices from Brazil dropped to $1.30 per pound in March 2013, but then rose
to $1.39 in the futures market by May. The cocoa bean price in April was $2,295
per metric ton, but rose to $2,312 in May. Sugar’s U.S. import futures price was
20.73 cents per pound in April, higher than its spot price of 17.66 cents (for
Caribbean sugar in New York). These developments for tropical commodities in
the futures market indicate a recent leveling of prices, or perhaps even the end of a
period of decline.
Increased demand by American consumers for imported fruits and vegetables
relative to fiscal 2012 raised projections for fresh produce by $1.1 billion. Fresh
fruit imports alone are estimated at $9 billion for fiscal 2013, which is almost as
large as oilseeds and products imports or livestock and meats. Among the highly
popular fresh fruit imports are grapes, strawberries, avocados, mangos, melons,
pineapples, and blueberries. The largest fresh vegetable shipments are greenhouse
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tomatoes, asparagus, bell peppers, onions, chili peppers, and squash. For processed
produce, the biggest imported items are apple juice concentrate, frozen orange juice,
frozen French-fried potatoes, and processed olives. Other popular processed
horticultural imports are wine, beer, essential oils, cashew nuts, and cut flowers. In
total, the projected $47 billion worth of horticultural imports in 2013 are 13 percent
more than in 2012 and comprise 42 percent of all U.S. agricultural imports. This
share, however, is lower than 45 percent in 2010 but higher than in 2011 and 2012.
The continued decline in U.S. beef production will affect beef imports only
marginally. Beef and veal imports are lowered fractionally based on slightly lower
volumes. However, cattle imports are raised by 200,000 head, or by $400 million,
as tight U.S. supplies draw more animals from Canada and Mexico. On the other
hand, larger hog numbers and increased pork production is expected to reduce
swine imports by 49,000 head and value by $41 million, but imported pork is
unchanged. Imports of dairy products are projected higher in part due to higher
dairy product prices. Combining dairy products with other livestock and meat
imports, their total import value is estimated at $14.8 billion this fiscal year, up
$500 million from the preceding forecast and 11 percent higher than last year.
U.S. wheat imports in fiscal 2013 are anticipated to be 12 percent larger than in the
previous year. Imported feed grains are projected to be twice as large as in fiscal
2012. Corn imports thus far are up 900 percent because of the drought-decimated
domestic crop last season. These bulk grain shipments push imported grains and
feeds up $2 billion more than in 2012, of which $350 million are from processed
grain products. Since 2003, U.S. import values of bulk grains expanded annually
by 16 percent on average compared to 10 percent for processed grain products
and feeds.
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Regional Imports
In terms of import shipment volume, the fastest growing major suppliers to the
United States over the past decade are, by rank: Malaysia, India, China, Mexico,
Ivory Coast, Guatemala, Brazil, Argentina, Canada, and Chile. Not by coincidence,
these countries are also the top exporters of tropical and horticultural products to the
United States. Thus, the corresponding U.S. import values from 2003 to 2012 with
respect to these sources have grown by about the same average rates, resulting in
roughly equivalent rankings.
The share of total U.S. agricultural import value over the past 5 years (2008 to
2012) compared to the preceding 5 years (2003 to 2007) has grown the most for
Malaysia, India, China, Indonesia, Thailand, Argentina, Guatemala, and Mexico.
These countries’ exports to the United States represented 37 percent of U.S.
agricultural imports in 2012, up from 29 percent in 2007 and 25 percent in 2002.
The rest of the major exporters to the United States—including Canada, Australia,
Costa Rica, New Zealand, and Turkey—comprised a smaller share of U.S. imports
in the past 5 years than the preceding 5 years.
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Contact Information
Forecast Coordinators (area code 202)
Exports: Oliver Flake/FAS, 720-1226, Oliver.Flake@fas.usda.gov
Imports: Andy Jerardo/ERS, 694-5266, ajerardo@ers.usda.gov
Commodity Specialist Contacts (area code 202)
Grains and Feeds:
Coarse Grains: Edward W. Allen/ERS, 694-5288
Richard O’Meara/FAS, 720-4933
Wheat: Edward W. Allen/ERS, 694-5288
Teresa McKeivier/FAS, 690-1151
Rice: Nathan Childs/ERS, 694-5292
Debbie Rubas/FAS, 720-1073
Oilseeds: Mark Ash/ERS, 694-5289
Bill George/FAS, 720-6234
Cotton: James Johnson/FAS, 690-1546
Leslie Meyer/ERS, 694-5307
Livestock, Poultry & Dairy Products:
Beef & Cattle: Claire Mezoughem/FAS, 720-7715
Pork & Hogs: Leslie Ahmed/FAS, 720-2781
Poultry: Dave Harvey/ERS, 694-5177
Lazaro Sandoval/FAS, 690-8478
Dairy Products: Paul Kiendl/FAS, 720-8870
Horticultural & Tropical Products:
Deciduous Fresh Fruit: Meyra Mendoza-Reeder/FAS, 720-0262
Fresh Citrus: Reed Blauer/FAS, 720-0898
Vegetables & Preparations: Andy Sowell/FAS, 720-0262
Tree Nuts: Tony Halstead/FAS, 690-4620
Sugar and Tropical Products: Reed Blauer/FAS, 720-0898
Sugar: Ron Lord/FAS, 720-6939
Macroeconomics Contact (area code 202)
David Torgerson/ERS, 694-5334, dtorg@ers.usda.gov
Publication Coordinator (area code 202)
Stephen MacDonald/ERS, 694-5305, stephenm@ers.usda.gov
Related Websites
Outlook for U.S. Agricultural Trade
http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1196
Foreign Agricultural Service homepage: http://www.fas.usda.gov/
Economic Research Service homepage: http://www.ers.usda.gov/
U.S. Trade Data:
http://www.fas.usda.gov/gats
FAQ & Summary Data: http://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/foreign-agriculturaltrade-of-the-united-states-(fatus).aspx
Articles on U.S. Trade: http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/international-marketstrade/us-agricultural-trade.aspx
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and
activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, and, where applicable, sex,
marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information,
political beliefs, reprisal, or because all or a part of an individual’s income is derived from any
public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with
disabilities who require alternative means for communication of program information (Braille,
large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice
and TDD). To file a complaint of discrimination write to USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights,
1400 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250-9410 or call (800) 795-3272 (voice)
or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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E-mail Notification
Readers of ERS outlook
reports have two ways
they can receive an email notice about release
of reports and associated
data.
• Receive timely
notification (soon after
the report is posted on
the web) via USDA’s
Economics, Statistics and
Market Information
System (which is housed
at Cornell University’s
Mann Library). Go to
http://usda.mannlib.corne
ll.edu/MannUsda/aboutE
mailService.do and
follow the instructions to
receive e-mail notices
about ERS, Agricultural
Marketing Service,
National Agricultural
Statistics Service, and
World Agricultural
Outlook Board products.
• Receive weekly
notification (on Friday
afternoon) via the ERS
website. Go to
http://www.ers.usda.gov/
Updates/ and follow the
instructions to receive
notices about ERS
outlook reports, Amber
Waves magazine, and
other reports and data
products on specific
topics. ERS also offers
RSS (really simple
syndication) feeds for all
ERS products. Go to
http://www.ers.usda.gov/
rss/ to get started.

